South West Aerospace’s collaborative response
to the Industrial Strategy green paper 2017

Executive Summary
The SW Aerospace cluster has global prominence and is essential to maintaining and developing the UK’s excellence in industrial innovation, productivity and skills.
iAero’s purpose is to retain regional global competiveness by identifying opportunities for collaborative working within the region’s aerospace cluster.

 Focusing on the maintenance and development of a south west based High Value Design and High Value Manufacturing capability.
 Enhancing the competiveness and ensuring world class productivity of the region’s supply chain.
 Ensuring the retention and enhancement of technical skills base via regional skills development and collaboration.
 Working with complementary industrial sectors (such as nuclear) to develop common approaches to innovation, productivity and skills.

The iAero - South West Aerospace Cluster is well advanced in creating the right institutions to bring together the sector and the place.
The Government’s Green Paper ‘Building our Industrial Strategy’ has provided the Cluster with the opportunity to gain further recognition for its approach to ensuring that the region retains its global dominance in the sector and in a post BREXIT
landscape builds upon it to position the UK as the centre of excellence for the sector.
In tackling the UK’s overall productivity challenge the SW has key assets to build upon. The SW England & SE Wales Science and Innovation Audit highlighted our competitive advantage in aerospace advanced engineering. The challenge will be
realising the opportunities in this high productivity sector.
The iAero Strategy responds to the 10 pillars that underpin growth, demonstrating where there is secure activity in place, areas that are being developed and identifies gaps where a step change will lead to a world class cluster.

Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise
Investing in science, research and innovation
The South West is home to a world-leading aerospace cluster with capabilities in : Whole aircraft (rotorcraft) design, manufacture test /certification, system integration
training and maintenance.
 Wing design, manufacture and wing system integration.
 Gas turbine design, manufacture and maintenance.
 Landing Gear and actuation design, manufacture and maintenance.
 Aero structures and advanced additive layer manufacturing design and manufacturing
technology
 Avionic system design, manufacture and maintenance .
 Aerospace engineering support services.
 The National Composites Centre (part of HVM Catapult).
 Network of region SME’s with specialised manufacturing excellence.

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster



Investment to set up a regional High Value Design organisation and provide funding for high level demonstrator projects.
Investment in HVD/HVM for Rotorcraft / UAV technologies¸ Advanced wing , Advanced propulsion in accourdnace with the national

AGP /ATI strategy





Government investment in strategic demonstrator projects to counter the investment provided to competitor nations via EU Cleansky2 /
Cleansky 3. – in the USA – NASA & DAPRA.
Investment in SME based innovation projects –NATEP2- NATEP 3 +++++.
Investment in SW based centre for aerospace - electrical power technologies.
Investment in a SW based National Composite Materials Centre.

In development are several other key assets including:
 High value and collaborative innovation centres based at Yeovil and Filton.
 Advanced wing testing facilities
 Advanced composite fan blade manufacturing facility
 Space port proposal
Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster

Developing Skills
 FE Regional investments include new facilities/infrastructure in Engineering (City of Bristol
College, Weston College, Bridgwater & Taunton College)
 Degree Apprenticeship programmes – UWE + City of Bristol, Weston, Bridgwater & Taunton,
Gloucester College
 UWE – Regional HE lead for Degree Apprenticeships – Engineering, IT
 HE - UWE/UofB – Bristol Robotics Laboratory - £20,000,000 infrastructure – labs, facilities
 UWE – Future Space – Incubator / Business Start up support https://www.futurespacebristol.co.uk/ - £12,000,000 investment
 UWE has doubled Engineering Undergraduate provision / output in 2010 – 2016 period
 Bristol Technology & Engineering Academy – Regions first UTC – 14-19 provision – amongst
highest performing UTC’s in UK.
In development Collaborative IOT proposal to meet advanced engineering and manufacturing needs of
aerospace / nuclear sectors.
 Industry led investment plans for FE & HEI Institutions.





Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster

Upgrading Infrastructure
 Local Growth Deal investments in M5 junction improvements, railway station upgrades,
integrated housing strategy and superfast broadband connectivity.
 Investment secured in a significant number of Enterprise Zones and Enterprise Areas within
the peninsula to support inward investment and industry clusters.
 Expansion plans underway for other aerospace cluster infrastructure assets including the 2
proposed iAero collaboration & innovation Centres.












Focused policies to produce greater STEM achievement at primary and secondary levels.
Investment in focused education and training resources (people and equipment) aligned to High value design and manufacturing needs.
Stronger connectivity of all elements of the education and training eco-system by investment is a regional Institute of Technology approach
to provide clarity of progression opportunity for industry and individuals supported by lifelong learning provision
Close integration of High value design technology and knowledge generation with skills development programmes to reduce lead-times and
decrease risk of investment
Utilising the scope of the Institutes of Technology in meeting the gap between academic qualifications (from HEI’s) and Vocational / Technical
from FE

Maintain the capacity and resilience of the SW stretch of the M5 and the key arterial routes from it.
Commitment to the upgrade of the A303 / A358 / A30 corridor
Upgrade of rail links / franchise provision the SW South /North via Bristol and West to East into all connections into London.
Further improved links from Yeovil into Bristol via Westbury and Bath.
Improve links to key ports (Plymouth and Bristol) and extension of USA links to Bristol airport.
Upgrade grid and gas capacity to allow for SME iaero supply chain to grow and encourage further inward investment.
Ensure that broadband and mobile technology supported the growth in high volume digital data. This is vital to maintaining and growing a
High Value Design eco system.

Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster

Supporting businesses to start and grow
 Policies are required to support start-up accelerators focused on the longer term pay back
of the aerospace sector
 Support for start ups must be develop via the current banking sector.
 Support to the iAero cluster to develop network of funding organisations aligned to regional
focus on aerospace development and growth.









Support for Multi National Primes in focusing the benefits of investing within the region.
Develop and implement a “Buy British” cross governmental department policy.
Introduce a technology licensing approach to funding development in order to reduce the risk of technology being exported overseas to the
detriment of UK jobs and growth.
Re focus part of the ATI and Innovate budget on supporting higher level TRL development ensuring that technologies are exploited within the
UK.
Allow LEP’s Funds to support start up companies focusing on short- medium term, low cost business infrastructure and business
development/growth support
Funding Brexit support –for business training in customs and tariff.
Funding Brexit support - enhanced DIT support within the SW regionally focused on aerospace.

Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster

Improving Procurement
 SC21- SME focused supply chain initiative focused on QD performance.
 SiG focused on improving overall supply chain performance leading to revenue growth
>8%pa
 ACE (Aerospace Clusters of Excellence). A clustering based initiative in the SW to encourage
the formation of a regionally effective supply chain.
 Industry’s commitment to supply chain development is evidenced in the key industry
signatories to the supply chain charter.
 SC21 C&G – SME focused supply chain initiative to deliver improved productivity in the
supply chain. The 2 year program is being tested in 2017 and the SW will target 6 SME’s to
join the program in Q1 2018 with a further minimum of 10 thereafter each year. This
program is currently unfunded and will need the support of the LEPs as well as a
commitment from industry. The regional LEPs will be briefed with the business case in Q3
2017.



Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster

Encouraging Trade and Inward Investment
 Where possible, supporting SW-based exporting companies and signposting to non-sector
specific DIT regional delivery body and national team.
 Successfully collaborating across public / private sector stakeholders including Primes /
OEMs, across LEPs / LAs to encourage long-term inward investment, where resources allow.
 Building reciprocal trade and investment relationships with international clusters including
Washington State, Seattle, Toulouse and Bordeaux.
 Utilising industry expertise to enhance the regional aerospace trade forum capability to
support trade and investment.




Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster

Delivering Affordable Energy and Clean Growth
 The South West has considerable expertise in developing clean energy solutions
 Through the High value design eco system needs to develop– clean power systems which
will be central to future aerospace products.




















Government to provide Investment and training utalising SC21 and SIG to develop key SME supply chain cluster committed to delivering
world class delivery and quality with continuous productivity enhancement
Provide regional funds via LEPS’ to invest in the role out of SC21 Competitiveness and Growth program.
Allocate funds from HVM catapults to support the development of advanced manufacturing within the regional supply chain.

Consideration of aerospace-specific requirements in post-Brexit agreements.
Joining-up national and cluster level trade and inward investment strategy, planning and delivery for aerospace and associated technologies
e.g. autonomy and robotics and satellite applications.
Dedicated regional aerospace Trade Advisors working closely with the Cluster and regional trade association.
High Value Manufacturing Centres fully engaged in joint inward investment profile raising in key markets.
Collaborative national / cluster level account management.
Cluster development resource required.
Industry engagement, particularly those with an untapped propensity to export products and services.

Government to encourage developers and the catapults to utilise the SW advanced engineering strengths and expertise
Use the HVMC and HVD to network with other regional sectors such as automotive to develop world class solutions.
Government to encourage developers and the catapults to utilise the SW advanced engineering strengths and expertise
Use the HVMC and HVD to network with other regional sectors such as automotive to develop world class solutions.
Support the development of future large UAV and next generation of rotorcraft where concepts are currently being developed by Leonardo
Helicopters.
Support Future HVD work at Airbus Filton to develop wing concepts for the next generation of fixed wing aircraft
Support Roll Royce at Bristol using HVD to develop a new generation of propulsion systems for aircraft.
Continue to work with EU Horizon 2020 – and beyond to develop clean technologies

Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster

Cultivating World Leading sectors
 The iAero Cluster working in partnership with the West of England Aerospace Cluster is the
right institution to ensure that the South West retains its global leader status with robust
and secure collaborative partnerships in place across the region.
 AGP (Aerospace Growth Partnership) with steering group in place to discuss at a national
level the need for HVD and the potential solution
 ATI (Aerospace Technology Institute) in place to develop technologies (not capabilities)
 Catapult centres (NCC)




Areas of Focus / iAero Expertise

Interventions to support Delivery of Globally Significant SW Aerospace Cluster

Creating the right institutions to bring together sector and places
Industry-led iAero , is the institution creating the right conditions for collaboration between:
 Industry Primes
 HEI’s
 Industry Bodies – WEAF
 Government – AGP
 Government – Procurement
 FE Colleges and IOT
 Business Support & Growth mechanisms including catapults / innovation & collaboration
centres / incubators
All working together to ensure a coordinated approach to maximise the contribution made to UK
Industry (the South West equivalent of the Northern Powerhouse / Midlands Engine.








Set up and provide funding for a full time iAero organisation.
iAero to have a seat at the table at Aerospace / Advanced Engineering Sector Deal negotiations, in recognition of its global lead of industry
cluster strengths and expertise.
Set up and fund a Regional High Value Design Organisation coupled the High Value Manufacturing Organisations. Focused on delivering High Value Design capability and Advanced Engineering , thus retaining and growing the weakening UK capability.

UK strategic approach to maximise the contribution the South West makes to the UK aerospace offer.
A co-ordinated South West approach to maximise the contribution made to UK industry (e.g. s/west equivalent of northern powerhouse /
midlands engine)
Cross sectorial approach on HVD required.

iAero -supporting the UK’s Industrial Strategy
IAero pulls together an Aerospace cluster supporting the UK’s industrial strategy that is committed to exploiting the scale of the opportunity, locally, nationally and globally. It does this by making best use of our existing assets and funding streams to
support the sector, demonstrating how our strengths cohere with the rest of the UK. iAero acts as gate keeper ensuring that local industry’s approach fits with the aims of the Industrial Strategy, delivering against the Strategy objectives for the
benefit of UK Plc, whilst fully integrating and maximising investments. Sustained & improved competitiveness requires collaboration to advance capability, technology, productivity and skills. iAero provides the vehicle to reduce risk, cost and time in
delivering on these objectives by leveraging existing UK strengths and investments regionally and nationally. By engaging multiple teams with a common higher- level objective (OEM’s, Tier 1’s, supply chain, research centres, academia, Catapults,
institutes and networks spanning industrial sectors). iAero provides focus for collaborative R&D investment and stimulates innovation in the supply chain and increased access to aerospace technology.
iAero has access to a large number of strategic Aerospace and non-aerospace assets in the South West which form the basis for the Aerospace strategy in the region. These assets are key to UK economy in the journey to Brexit and beyond and will
form a corner stone in economic growth by increasing productivity across the south west. The South West Aerospace companies are innovators with many of the world’s first’s in Aerospace originating from the region. Concorde, the Pegasus VSTOL
engine, the Bloodhound, to name just a few.

iAero - the South West’s Aerospace collaborative cluster key aims
 To promote and raise the profile of the South West Aerospace Cluster
nationally and internationally
 To secure investment in the South West Aerospace Cluster.
 To deliver advanced technologies for the South West through
investment in a high value design eco system integrating Government
supported demonstrator and development projects.
 To deliver business productivity and growth in the regions supply
chain companies.
 To deliver world class skills and training from a well-connected ecostructure which supports the needs of the south west’s aerospace
industry at all levels
 To work collaboratively, to gain mutual advantage, with all associated
organizations to support the development of advance engineering
sectors with in the South West region.

Overview of Aerospace in the South West
The south west aerospace sector is one of the largest, most significant and capable regions in the world. All of the the top 15 global aerospace companies are based in the south west giving the region the capability to design and
build entire aircraft. With excess of 23,000 highly skilled employees the aerospace cluster in the region generates over £1.0 billion of GVA and has double in the last decade. There is significant global demand for new aircraft. The
UK has the second largest Aerospace sector in the world, with 17% of the global market. 80% of the jobs in the sector are outside London and the South East. The South West Aerospace cluster is the second largest in Europe.
14 of the 15 global leading Aerospace companies in the world have bases in the South West.

Advantages collaborative working within the iAero cluster

 Shared investment with appropriate partners, reducing the cost
and risk of technological advancement
 Collaborative R&D investment and wider problem ownership
 Greater responsibility for innovation in the supply chain
improving time to market
 Increased resource application through extended network
 Increasing Access to Aerospace Technology
 Leverage through the catapult centres into other Industry
sectors
 Cost effective route to sustaining key Skills
 Clear, segregated focal point for technology development
 Ability for SME’s to leverage learning from primes within the
sector .
 Opportunity for developing common learning across multi
sectors.

Research & Innovation
Step Change required to
achieve world-class
cluster

Secure investment for:

In the pipeline / under
development

 High value design and collabortive innovation centres - Yeovil and Filton
 Advanced wing testing facilities.
 Advanced composite fan blade manufacturing facility.
 Space port proposals
The South West is home to a world-leading aerospace cluster with capabilities in : Whole aircraft (rotorcraft) design, manufacture test /certification, system integration training and maintenance.
 Wing design, manufacture and wing system integration.
 Gas turbine design, manufacture and maintenance.
 Landing Gear and actuation design, manufacture and maintenance.
 Aero structures and advanced additive layer manufacturing design and manufacturing technology
 Avionic system design, manufacture and maintenance.
 Aerospace engineering support services.
 The National Composites Centre (part of HVM Catapult).
 Network of region SME’s with specilised manufacturing excellence.

Established








Investment to set up a regional High Value Design organisation and provide funding for high level demonstrator projects.
Investment in HVD/HVM for Rotorcraft / UAV technologies¸ Advanced wing , Advanced propulsion in accourdnace with the national AGP /ATI strategy
Government investment in strategic demonstrator projects to counter the investment provided to competitor nations via EU Cleansky2 / Cleansky 3. – in the USA – NASA & DAPRA.
Investment in SME based innovation projects –NATEP2- NATEP 3 +++++.
Investment in SW based centre for aerospace - electrical power technologies.
Investment in a SW based National Composite Materials Centre.

The region is renowned for its aerospace sector and strengths in advanced design and manuacturing. These strengths have been built over decades and have resulted in a rich landscape of Industrial Primes; Systems / Structural
Suppliers; Research Centres and renowned academic Institutes, all with related skills. This community has a long history of collaboration both within and outside the region. However, the competitive nature of the globalised
supply chain, coupled with ownership of a large sway of primes and tier 1 companies is challenging this eco system. This coupled with an aging population of skilled engineers is forcing foreign owned companies to evaluate the
placement of innovation and development projects into the southwest.

Only by maintaining and developing the high value design eco system will the south west aerospace cluster be positioned to win future development and production
opportunities. The UK Governments Industrial strategy must give clear leadership and investment if this high value design eco system is to survive and prosper.

The recently completed SW & SEW Science and Innovation audit identified that despite the strength of opportunity in the region there are underlying risks related to the loss of long established capability which threatens the
Government’s Industrial Strategy.
The SIA concludes that a broader strategy to protect and enhance capabilities in the Industrial Value Chain is essential.
Specifically, High Value Engineering Design and System Integration skills (e.g. whole structure, sub-structure and propulsion) are core to the region and core to the protection of longer term manufacturing competitiveness.

High value design and manufacturing is a fundemental enabler which is required to lock in engineering activity across the southwest and UK’s supply chains. Promoting qand investing in the continuation of the High Value design
eco syetsm will provide huge opportunities to influence future platform competiveness and produce world leading productivity through the life times of future aerospace prducts. High value design will also inflence the
development of a high competative training and mainatenace offering.

Development
• HVD generates a fundamental
understanding of systems design and
integration.
• Most of the cost of a product is designed
in at the concept stage, HVD enables
more cost effected design and
competative supply chain.

Manufacturing
• Enables advances in manufacturing
proces keeping UK at the forfront of
global engineering excellence
• The relationship between design and
manufacturing will only strengthen as
Aerospace and Advanced technologies
are incubated and developed .

Services
• HVD enablesownership of the design
allowing industry to extract maximium
value across the total life cycle.
• Innovative service offerings will need
more complex designs and require
detailed knowledge of product design
parameters.

The ATI and Roland Berger report forecasts upgrading HVD capabilities could maintain /create up to 60,000 jobs across the UK and contribute £16bn gross value added by 2030.
If the UK’s HVD capabilities continue to fall then the trend to shift from whole aircraft integration to subsystem integration will continue. The Roland Berger report indicated that there is strong evidence that shows the UK has
already reduced it HVD capability by 30% in the period 1990 to 2015.

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:
What should be the priority areas for science, research and
innovation investment?








Set up a High Value Design organisation and provide funding for high level demonstrator projects.
Investment in UAV technologies.
Government investment in strategic demonstrator projects to counter the investment in EU Cleansky2 / Cleansky 3. – in the USA – NASA & DAPRA.
Investment in SME based innovation projects –NATEP 3- NATEP 4.
Investment in SW based centre for aerospace - electrical power technologies.
Investment SW based National Composite Materials Centre.

Which challenge areas should the Industrial Challenge Strategy
Fund focus on to drive maximum economic impact?



Focus on High Value design and manufacturing capability and demonstrator projects.

What else can the UK do to create an environment that supports
the commercialisation of ideas?




Focus funding support at higher TRL levels to ensure commercial exploitation of developed technologies.
Ensure NATEP program is expanded to support SME’s who are developing new technologies.

How can we best support the next generation of research leaders
and entrepreneurs?



Please refer to our response within the Skills Pillar



Enable LEPS to develop and provide support for key industrial sectors such as aerospace and nuclear within SW region.

How can we best support research and innovation strengths in
local areas?

Developing Skills
Step Change required to
achieve world-class
cluster

In the pipeline / under
development
Established









Focused policies to produce greater STEM achievement at primary and secondary levels.
Significantly greater focused investment in education and training resources (people and equipment) aligned to local, regional and national engineering and manufacturing need as part of an
effective industrial strategy
Greater awareness and contribution by industry to support education and training with cluster based recruitment and development planning to ensure future higher skills are available
Stronger connectivity of all elements of the education and training eco-system to provide clarity of progression opportunity for industry and individuals supported by lifelong learning provision
Close integration of technology and knowledge generation with skills development programmes to reduce lead-times and decrease risk of investment
Collaborative Institute of Technology proposal to meet advanced engineering and manufacturing needs of aerospace and related sectors
Investment plans for FE and HE Institutions









FE Regional investments include new facilities/infrastructure in Engineering (City of Bristol College, Weston College, Bridgwater & Taunton College)
Degree Apprenticeship programmes – UWE + City of Bristol, Weston, Bridgwater & Taunton, Gloucester College
UWE – Regional HE lead for Degree Apprenticeships – Engineering, IT
HE - UWE/UofB – Bristol Robotics Laboratory - £20,000,000 infrastructure – labs, facilities
UWE – Future Space – Incubator / Business Start up support - https://www.futurespacebristol.co.uk/ - £12,000,000 investment
UWE has doubled Engineering Undergraduate provision / output in 2010 – 2016 period
Bristol Technology & Engineering Academy – Regions first UTC – 14-19 provision – amongst highest performing UTC’s in UK.

The Southwest region is a strong and vibrant multi-sector technology focussed eco-system that has numerous key national level organisations – Aerospace – RR, Airbus, GKN, AGW. Creatives – BBC, ITV. Government – MoD,
GCHQ. Southwest regional industries are not just single sector, some, such as aerospace, are highly visible but there are also other advanced engineering sectors – electronics, environmental technology, software & IT, nuclear,
civil infrastructure, health technology, creative industries which are active and expanding in region. Any regional facilities and provision need to provide some level of support across this scope. To do otherwise risks parasitic
growth in one sector, area or technology at the expense of others which will result in a zero-sum gain for the region as whole as skills, expertise, knowledge and employees move haphazardly to which ever project/sector is
offering the most attractive short term proposition. Given the sector demographics and imminent skills requirements, the collective challenge is to support and assure a capability pipeline that will meet the regional, not just
sector, demand. It must also ensure transferability of skills between sectors and technologies to enable continued economic success for the region and individuals working there in future. Much of this is likely to be founded on a
level of shared and transferrable ‘digital’ understanding and application.
The Southwest region has a strong and well established network of providers at HE/FE level. Participation in a collaborative initiative such as the South West Institute of Technology offers the opportunity to capitalise on this
existing provision and access complementary national capability. However, there is a need to avoid unnecessary duplication and creation of excess regional capacity resulting in artificial competition with existing providers locally
and elsewhere. There is value in strategic investment, providing it supplements and adds to the existing capacity and capability, replicating current national capability where additional regional capacity is demanded.
Whilst higher level skills, knowledge and expertise are sector/discipline dependant the underlying competencies and knowledge are generic – for example; Stress engineering requires common core entry level
knowledge/skills/capabilities. Specialised/specific skills for composites, aerospace, additive manufacture, construction, etc. can be developed on these foundations and will in the future share common digital competences.
Core/Common foundation material can be covered by existing regional capacity/capability across the levels – 4/5/6/7. An integrated regional Institute that is connected regionally and nationally can provide the focused/advanced
specific capability/capacity, host specialised equipment/staffing – but operate in a collective collaborative manner that provides access to regional partners as appropriate

The diagram illustrates the collaborative approach
that iAero cluster is taking towards the future sills
development.
The pathway shows how for each LEP region an
integrated approach to skills provision can be
developed.
The aim is to utilise existing best in class skills
providers’ and strive for a institute of technology
approach focusing of using the proposed HVD
Technology centres to provide a key interface
between the academic training and industrial
learning. This approach can be applied at all levels
of the education system- supporting local STEM
enhancement, technician and apprentice training
and interfacing with research Universities / HVM
Catapult centres .
The goal will be to provide the back fill of people
need to fill places in the HVD work force and to
provide a focus to attract and develop future
engineers and technicians.

It is envisaged that the approach using the Institute of Technology model will have the added advantage of producing future start ups companies who can take advantage of the innovation spaces provided within the HVD
technical centres at Yeovil and Filton.
The key is to build a world class work force capable of delivering innovation and growth

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:
What more can we do to improve basic skills? How can we make
a success of the new transition year? Should we change the way
that those resitting basic qualifications study, to focus more on
basic skills excellence?





Do you agree with the different elements of the vision for the
new technical education system set out here? Are there further
lessons from other countries’ systems?

How can we make the application process for further education
colleges and apprenticeships clearer and simpler, drawing lessons
from the higher education sector?

What skills shortages do we have or expect to have, in particular
sectors or local areas, and how can we link the skills needs of
industry to skills provision by educational institutions in local
areas?

How can we enable and encourage people to retrain and upskill
throughout their working lives, particularly in places where
industries are changing or declining? Are there particular sectors
where this could be appropriate?








The Green Paper identifies that action is required for Basic STEM Skills. This is certainly the case, however it must be a major deliverable of Education Strategy as
well. Basic skills might address unbalanced growth but must be addressed in STEM education delivery in areas of poor achievement but this will make limited impact
on productivity in the short to mid-term.
There is little to connect the ambition of the first Industrial Strategy Pillar ‘Technology and Innovation’ with the second pillar of ‘Skills’ because insufficient emphasis
has been placed on industry’s need for the higher level skills associated with manufacturing technologies.
Industry, through Industrial Strategy should agree minimum STEM entry requirements, aligned to professional qualifications, at all levels to raise ambition and set
clear targets for the education system.

Greater clarity of proposals is necessary – need to avoid T-Qualifications equating to “vocational” = less than A-Levels. Equivalent rigour, standard and level – but
differing focus.
Any reforms must provide solutions aligned with and connected to current, emerging and future technologies
The UCAS application process provides a national platform, recruitment to apprenticeships and technical routes is likely to have a local focus at entry levels,
especially for apprenticeships which require and employer.
Any process must reflect that those entering an apprenticeship are likely to have greater interest in the outcome related to specific job opportunities in contrast to
HE




Specifically listed – Materials technology, automation, industry 4.0, mechatronics, additive manufacturing, high value design and systems, programme/project
management.
Generically, there will be growth if digitally enhanced skills at all occupation levels with competition for scarce resources with related sectors
Institution reaction to skills needs can often be a long lead activity, especially for qualifications and standards based apprenticeships. Industry must provide strategic
guidance at early stages about technology and market influenced changes to skills sets and occupations






Recognised and accredited ‘CPD’
Funded up / re-skilling programmes – intelligent targeting / use of levy to support / enable
Improved, industrially relevant and accessible physical learning resources supported by virtual platforms
Digitalisation will demand such changes

Upgrading Infrastructure
Step Change required to
achieve world-class cluster

In the pipeline / under
development

Established
















Secure investment in infrastructure to underpin new productivity-led growth in the South West. Connectivity to rest of UK and internationally & 5G.
Maintain the capacity and resilience of the SW stretch of the M5 and the key arterial routes from it.
Commitment to the upgrade of the A303 / A358
Upgrade of rail links / franchise provision the SW South /North via Bristol and West to East into all connections into London.
IAero Technical &Innovation Cntre at Yeovil.
Bringing forward the Bristol & Bath Science Park and Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone.
Assuring fit for purpose housing to align with economic growth.
A358 and A303 duelling
M5 Junction Improvements
Railway stations upgrades
Integrated housing strategy
Superfast broadband connectivity
Ports and Airports

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:
How can local infrastructure needs be incorporated within
national UK infrastructure policy most effectively?

Ensuring that the South West keeps pace with the rest of the UK in terms of modern infrastructure is paramount, to ensure that increased productivity levels are met.
The scale of the opportunity offered to people and business must be underpinned by fit for purpose communications and connectivity across the widest spectrum.
The Government can support us in this ambition by recognising our key strategic priorities to support the growth of industry in the region:
 Maintain the capacity and resilience of the SW stretch of the M5 and the key arterial routes from it.
 Commitment to the upgrade of the A303 / A358
 Upgrade of rail links / franchise provision the SW South /North via Bristol and West to East into all connections into London.
 Further improved links from Yeovil into Bristol via Westbury and Bath.
 Improve links to key ports and airports. Improve links to Bristol from USA and Heathrow Hub.
 Upgrade grid and gas capacity to allow for the SME supply chain to grow and encourage further inward investment.
 Ensure that broadband and mobile technology keeps pace with high volume digital data. This is vital to maintaining and growing a High Value Design eco system.

Support Businesses to start and grow
Step Change required to
achieve world-class cluster

Supporting businesses to start and grow
 Policies are required to support start-up accelerators focused on the longer term pay back of the aerospace sector
 Support for aerospace start ups must be developed within the current banking sector.
 Brexit support – customs and tariff training.
 Brexit support - enhanced DIT support within the SW regionally focused on aerospace.

In the pipeline / under
development



Support to the iAero cluster to develop network of funding organisations aligned to regional focus on aerospace development and growth.

Established





LEP support - Growth Escalator Grant and growth hub support
AGP finance for growth initiative
DTI export support.

Accelerator support needed to be grown and developed in order to support SME development.


Throughout this document reference has been made to the need to main
and grow the High Value Design eco system.



It therefore naturally follows that the SW will be able to develop and grow
ideas which are incubated within HVD.



Support will be required for the SME developing new technology supply
chains.



Government must provide every assistance to support all levels for future
investment into the iAero cluster.



Short and medium term DIT Export support should be focused on key
aerospace markets such as Boeings fixed wing production Leonardo
Helicopter production in Milan and opportunities for engineering HVD
services in China. It is critically important to maintain the SW place in the
EU aerospace supply chain.

Strategic Aims for Business Support
Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:
What are the most important causes of lower rates of fixed capital
investment in the UK compared to other countries, and how can
they be addressed? What are the most important factors which
constrain quoted companies and fund managers from making
longer term investment decisions, and how can we best address
these factors?





Aerospace has a long term pay back period . Aircraft platforms are developed over a 10-15 year design and test phase and then produced for 30+years. This
makes normal assessment for business investment difficult.
Government can support by working with investment funds to manage risk and underpin longer term development.
The SW has two industrial sectors which need a longer-term approach – Aerospace and Nuclear. Both sectors have long design lead times and product life
times. However arguably Nuclear is viewed as strategic whereas Aerospace is considered commercial. The Government industrial strategy should be focused on
providing long terms support via demonstration projects which will the positive basis on which investor can see long term returns.

Improving Procurement
Step Change required to
achieve world-class cluster



Government to provide Investment and training utalising SC21 and SIG to develop key SME supply chain cluster committed to delivering world class delivery and quality with continuous productivity
enhancement

In the pipeline / under
development



SC21 C&G – SME focused supply chain initiative to deliver improved productivity in the supply chain. The 2 year program is being tested in 2017 and the SW will target 6 SME’s to join the program in Q1
2018 with a further minimum of 10 thereafter each year. This program is currently unfunded and will need the support of the LEPs as well as a commitment from industry. The regional LEPs will be
briefed with the business case in Q3 2017.

Established






SC21- SME focused supply chain initiative focused on QD performance.
SiG focused on improving overall supply chain performance leading to revenue growth >8%pa
ACE (Aerospace Clusters of Excellence). A clustering based initiative in the SW to encourage the formation of a regionally effective supply chain.
Industry’s commitment to supply chain development is evidenced in the key industry signatories to the supply chain charter.

Encouraging Trade and Inward Investment
Step Change required to
achieve world-class cluster









Consideration of aerospace-specific requirements in post-Brexit agreements.
Joining-up national and cluster level trade and inward investment strategy, planning and delivery for aerospace and associated technologies e.g. autonomy and robotics and satellite applications.
Dedicated regional aerospace Trade Advisors working closely with the Cluster and regional trade association.
High Value Manufacturing Catapult Centre fully engaged in joint inward investment profile raising in key markets.
Collaborative national / cluster level account management.
Cluster development resource required.
Industry engagement, particularly those with an untapped propensity to export products and services. Funding

In the pipeline / under
development




Building reciprocal trade and investment relationships with international clusters including Washington State, Seattle, Toulouse and Bordeaux.
Utilising industry expertise to enhance the regional aerospace trade forum capability to support trade and investment.

Established




Where possible, supporting SW-based exporting companies and signposting to non-sector specific DIT regional delivery body and national team.
Successfully collaborating across public / private sector stakeholders including Primes / OEMs, across LEPs / LAs to encourage long-term inward investment, where resources allow.

Strategic Approach
Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:
What can the Government do to improve our support for firms
wanting to start exporting? What can the Government do to
improve support for firms in increasing their exports?
What can we learn from other countries to improve our support
for inward investment and how we measure its success? Should
we put more emphasis on measuring the impact of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) on growth?



A delivery partnership between government, trade associations, LEPs and LAs would enable greater engagement with the 800 plus aerospace supply chain
companies across the region, many of which have the propensity to export.



Other European countries and the USA support the Industry Cluster approach to Trade and Investment, joining-up trade and investment support at a Cluster level
and promoting the Clusters overseas. This enables both national and strong regional propositions, which are competitive. Also, promoting innovative local
companies overseas demonstrates the export potential to prospective investors. Currently, DIT inward investment resources are planned based solely on
retrospective successes, this does not allow for potential industry projects and programmes, which could stimulate inward investment growth. The South West is
actively raising the profile of the UK aerospace industry with potential inward investors in new / emerging areas of technology (which could benefit multisectors), whilst promoting the region’s companies, further DIT resource / support would increase the outputs.

Delivering affordable energy and clean growth
Step Change required to
achieve world-class cluster








Government to encourage developers and the catapults to utilise the SW advanced engineering strengths and expertise
Use the HVMC and HVD to network with other regional sectors such as automotive to develop world class solutions.
Support the development of future large UAV who concepts are currently being developed by Leonardo Helicopters.
Support Future HVD work at Airbus Filton will develop wing concepts for the next generation of fixed wing aircraft
Support Roll Royce at Bristol will be using HVD to develop a new generation of propulsion systems for aircraft.
Continue to work with Eu Horizon 2020 – and beyond to develop clean technologies

Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:
How can the Government, business and researchers work
together to develop the competitive opportunities from
innovation in energy and our existing industrial strengths?






Government can support the I Aero cluster in developing clean energy manufacturing routes
Investing the development of thermoplastic composites design and manufacture which are recyclable.
Invest in HVD demonstrators to show how technologies can be utilised to lower energy costs.
Invest in energy storage technologies.

Cultivating World Leading Sectors
Step Change required to
achieve world-class cluster




Set up a regional and national organisation focussed on High Value design capability /advanced engineering which retains UK capability.
Set up and provide funding for a full time iAero organisation.

In the pipeline / under
development



UK Gov’t Industrial strategy green paper recognition of the importance of the UK aerospace industry – Aerospace response to green paper to refer to ambition on HVD

Established



The iAero Cluster working in partnership with the West of England Aerospace Cluster is the right institution to ensure that the South West retains its global leader status with
robust and secure collaborative partnerships in place across the region.
AGP (Aerospace Growth Partnership) with steering group in place to discuss at a national level the need for HVD and the potential solution
ATI (Aerospace Technology Institute) in place to develop technologies (not capabilities)
Catapult centres





Responding to Industrial Strategy Questions:
How can the Government and industry help sectors come
together to identify the opportunities for a ‘sector deal’ to
address – especially where industries are fragmented or not well
defined?

How can the Government and industry collaborate to enable
growth in new sectors of the future that emerge around new
technologies and new business models?



Support the funding via the LEP’s of industry specific organisations such as iAero and NSW whose role is to provide the regional network and coordinate
technical, skills and business support.



Assist LEPS with the resource to adopt a regional approach to cross sector network collaboration. This will provide shared expertise and knowledge with
the region and allow new start ups to access information and potential access to the large regional primes and the supply chain.

